MBCA Quick Start
TREDIS MBCA helps you tell the benefit-cost story for your multimodal transportation projects with
infographics, interactive graphs, maps, and updated reports. TREDIS 5 focuses on an ease-of-use mindset to
answer important questions and guide fact-based decision making.
SIMPLE NAVIGATION. TREDIS guides you through a sequence of setup questions to customize your
analysis, asks for input data, and then provides results. The navigation bar at the top of every screen shows
your location in each sequence of the process. You may click on one of the earlier steps to update your inputs
at any time.

NOTE: You may not click on a sequence step if the prerequisite steps are not completed.
PROJECT SETUP
PROJECT Start an analysis session by
(a) creating a new project from scratch and giving it a name, or
(b) picking a previously existing project to modify, or
(c) making a new variant of an existing project, by copying it and giving that copy a new name
…Make your choice, and then Modes.
MODES To select the mode purposes associated with your project, just check the corresponding boxes to
identify the types of trips (mode and purpose) that will be affected. Each mode and trip purpose combination
has its own default operating cost, fuel use, environmental impact and value of time. You may override the
TREDIS defaults as needed. TREDIS uses the selected mode/purpose combinations to simplify the rest of the
analysis process by asking for information only about the type of trips that have been selected; tailoring
terminology to match the relevant modes. Custom mode purposes can also be added for advanced projects.
NOTE: Press the

icon to expand and show variations of the mode selected.

CAUTION: TREDIS requires inputs for each Mode/Purpose combination selected.
SUGGESTION: Use the No Split checkbox if you do not have detail travel data by purpose.

…Fill in the data, click the yellow SAVE button and then press Timing.
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TIMING Using the slider controls, enter your construction and operations periods. Using the dropdown menu
select your Constant Dollar Year.

…Fill in the data, click the yellow SAVE button and then press Alternatives.
REGION Custom study regions are not avaialble in the MBCA tool, therefore no inputs are required here.
ALTERNATIVES Add descriptive names to your base case scenario and project case scenario, as desired.
You can also designate additional project case alternatives to compare to the base case.
…Pick your choices, and then press Costs
USER DATA INPUT PROCESS
COSTS Fill in estimates of the total construction cost and the recurring operations & maintenance cost, for
each Alternative. TREDIS will allocate those costs over the relevant construction and operation years.
Or select the ‘Go To
Advanced’ button to fill in
a detailed schedule of
costs on a year-by-year
basis (or paste it in from
an Excel spreadsheet).

…Fill in the data, click
the yellow SAVE
button and then press
Travel on either
screen.

CAUTION: If you enter data in the Advanced Detail form and then Click on the Basic Mode, you may overwrite any
detail data if you save in the Basic Mode.
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TRAVEL
Enter the number of trips, adjust the vehicle miles traveled, the hours traveled, and/or other pertinent travel
information for each mode purpose. Click through the tabs to see which data inputs you wish to enter:

Data may be pasted into the table from a spreadsheet.
…Fill in the data, click the yellow SAVE button and then press Results.

ACCESS Market Access inputs are not needed for multimodal benefit-cost analyses.

RESULTS
Selecting the Results tab will bring you to the new TREDIS 5 report generation system. First, select the
parameters to customize the results or stay with the defaults. Press the Run Analysis button which will
generate all your results.

Once the analysis is complete, the summary infographic appears providing a quick view into your analysis:
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Use the tabs at the top to view results for economic impact, benefit costs, financial impact, and tracing and
validation results. The Freight tab is active only for accounts that include one of the freight options.

SUPPORT
For more help on using TREDIS click on the Help button at the top of each screen to see more information on
the current screen. Additional information can be found using the User Resources button also at the top of
each screen. Here you can find the Default Data Sources document and Case Studies to help you through
your analysis project.
Finally, we are always here to help. Please contact us at support@tredis.com or at 617-303-0424.

